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I want to ride with you across the sky
With every breath fulfill this heart of mine
I want to hold you in my arms tonight
A love like ours can score as eye as the sunrise

It doesn't matter if I'm feeling low
I think of you and my mind starts to blow
I want to show you how I feel tonight
Just knowing now your near makes everything alright

I want to ride with you
Out to the stars and back again
One look into your eyes will send me across the sky

I want to be with you
Nothing can take me from yourself
I dream of holding you as we ride across the sky

Imagine for a moment, tumbling in the forest
Down and down we go, this is how we know
Now he's sliping side ways, _____________

Sail across the sky, we share this love of ours
Taken on the wind, we can change directions
Here we go again, never haunted mind

We dance just for a moment, running in the tree tops
Dancing as we go, this is how we know
Now a time is coming
Not left desiring

Sail across the sky, we share this love of ours
Taken on the wind, we can change directions
Here we go again, never haunted mind

Tumble through the trees, we're not left desiring
Across the sky, we run
tumble trough the trees, we go slipping sliding
Across the sky, all we've ever known

I want to ride with you
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Out to the stars and back again
One look into your eyes will send me across the sky

I want to be with you
Nothing can take me from yourself
I dream of holding you as we ride across the sky

Across the sky...
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